A parametric reduced order methodology for loads estimation is described that produces a fast and accurate prediction of gust and manoeuvre loads for different flight conditions and structural parameter variations. The approach enables efficient prediction of the peak loads whilst maintaining the correlated time histories for different loads. It is then possible to determine correlated loads plots with reduced computation without losing accuracy. The effectiveness of the methodology is demonstrated by considering loads arising from families of gusts and pitching manoeuvres acting upon a numerical transport aircraft aeroservoelastic model with varying flight conditions and structural properties.
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Introduction
Loads calculations play an important part across much of the design and development of an aircraft, and have an impact upon structural design, aerodynamic characteristics, weight, flight control system design and performance. They determine the most extreme stress levels, fatigue damage and damage tolerance. The certification of large commercial aircraft is covered by the EASA CS-25 documents [1] which define a range of load cases that has to be accounted for, and are a primary prerequisite for assuring structural integrity over the operating environment of the aircraft. Loads requirements are defined in the context of the flight envelope. The regulations require that enough points on, or within, the boundary of the flight envelope are investigated to ensure that the most extreme loads for each part of the aircraft structure are identified. The flight conditions which provide the largest aircraft loads are not known a-priori. Therefore the aerodynamic and inertial forces have to be calculated at a large number of conditions to give an estimate of the maximum loads, and hence stresses, that the aircraft will experience in service. It is of great interest for aircraft design to identify which are the critical loading events and at what design configuration and flight conditions they occur. A typical aircraft loads design process involves monitoring many of so-called Interesting Quantities (IQs) (e.g. bending moments, torques, accelerations etc.) for a wide range of different load cases that the aircraft is likely to experience in-flight and on the ground. Each "loads loop" simulates the response of a numerical aeroelastic aircraft model to these loads and determine the critical cases, and these results are fed into the structural design. Such a process is extremely time consuming and furthermore, has to be repeated every time that there is an update in the aircraft structure. It is usual to determine the extreme loads cases for 1D (single IQs) and 2D (correlated IQs) events. In the latter case, pairs of IQ response time histories (e.g. bending moment and torque at a single position on the aircraft) are visualized against each other for a range of different load cases. The extreme vertices of the envelope encompassing these correlated time histories characterizes the critical load cases that are then used to perform stress calculations.
There is interest in developing methodologies that are able to determine the worst case gust loads without excessive computation; however, approaches such as Matched Filter Theory [2] , Statistical Discrete Gust [3] and Evolutionary Algorithm [4] methods all determine arbitrary gust time histories that give the worst 1D response. The time domain approaches defined in the airworthiness regulations [1] , [5] are based upon finding the tuned "1 -Cosine" gust that causes the worst response. Previous work in the FFAST EU FP7 project [6] , [7] , [8] investigated the use of several surrogate models and optimization methods for fast and efficient prediction of the worst case gust loads for each IQ of a large transport aircraft model. It was shown that considerable savings in computational time can be made without sacrificing accuracy; however, the IQs were dealt with independently. Recent work [9] , [10] have investigated approaches to determine reduced order models of correlated loads based upon the use of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), whereas a robust performance approach was considered in [11] . Little work has considered correlated gust responses. In this work, an approach for rapid loads estimation based on Parametric Model Order Reduction (PMOR) will be described that determines a Reduced Order Model (ROM) able to predict IQs time histories for different flight conditions and design parameter variations. The effectiveness of the developed method is demonstrated by considering loads due to gusts and pitching manoeuvres for a simulated aeroservoelastic model of a generic transport aircraft. It is shown for the test cases considered that a good accuracy is maintained with a significant reduction in computational time. The analyses focus on symmetric load cases, but the method does not have any limitation preventing its applicability to lateral gusts and anti-symmetric manoeuvres as well.
Aeroservoelastic model
The procedure described in this paper has been applied to the discrete gust response and pitching manoeuvre simulation of a generic aircraft, representative of a modern airliner, whose main features are summarized in Table 1 . Max operating altitude 43000ft
The aircraft model was developed as part of the FFAST FP7 project. The structural model is a FE stick model where the fuselage, wing, tailplanes and engine pylons are represented by beam elements in the FE solver Nastran. The model includes both distributed and lumped masses for the systems, furniture, payload, fuel and engines. The aerodynamic model is a Doublet Lattice Method (DLM) [12] mesh where each lifting surface is modelled as a flat plate. The interface between structure and aerodynamics is based upon the Infinite Plate Spline method [13] . The aerostructural mesh is shown in Fig. 1 . The control surfaces (elevator, ailerons and rudder) are modelled only in the aerodynamic mesh in order to introduce their aerodynamic forces contribution as inputs to the aeroservoelastic model. The control surfaces are assumed controlled through servo-hydraulic actuators, whose transfer functions are known following a linearization of the originally non-linear equations around the neutral operating point. A list of the main symmetric flexible modes of the aircraft, computed by a free-free normal modes analysis, is presented in Table 2 . Rigid body modes are included too; these are zero-frequency modes as computed by Nastran. This approximation is deemed adequate for the present model since the separation between the phugoid and shortperiod modes and the first elastic modes is sufficient to prevent any interaction. 
Aeroelastic equations of motion
The linear aeroelastic equations of motion in generalized coordinates, excited by atmospheric gust, are formulated in the Laplace domain using the standard formulation [5] as 
where the generalized coordinates ( could be either a low-frequency subset of the normal modes of the structure or a finite number of assumed deformation shapes. The Generalized Aerodynamics Forces (GAF) matrices ) , ) and ) related respectively to structural motion, gust and control surfaces deflection, can be obtained by an unsteady aerodynamic code, such as the DLM, and are tabulated at specific Mach numbers and reduced frequencies , i.e. along the imaginary axis of the complex reduced frequency $ = N + = * /,. The gust velocity profile 4 7 represents the external excitation.
The effects of the servo-hydraulic actuators driving the control surfaces are included assuming a 3 rd order transfer function between the commanded input of the pilot 3 and the actual control surface deflection < [14] such that 
Since the GAF matrices are only available at a discrete set of reduced frequencies, in order to obtain a time domain representation of the aeroelastic system, the tabulated GAF matrices are used to compute a Rational Function Approximation (RFA) of the aerodynamics in the entire Laplace domain, which is given by
Eqs. (6)- (7) result in the augmented aerodynamic state vectors 8 and 8 and the matrices in Eq. (4) are
with [ = − & ' I , ⁄ J F and assumed to be zero [15] to avoid the second time derivative of the gust velocity, which may be unsuitable when the excitation is continuous turbulence as it can introduced a white-noise derivative into the model. The unsteady GAF of the control surfaces are instead cast into time-domain through a quasi-steady approximation, which reads
This choice is justified by the fact that the control surfaces input signals have a low frequency content, being limited by the pilot's bandwidth. The control surface deflections are linked to the pilot input command 3 via the transfer function Eq. (3). Expressing the state-space realization of Eq. (2) in controllable canonical form adds three states to the aeroelastic system and the input vector 2 thus contains the gust velocity 4 7 , its first time derivative 4 7 Z and the pilot commanded input 3 . The output vector 9 contains the IQs, which are recovered through the mode displacement method.
Extended Rational Function Approximation Approach
Many approaches have been developed to perform the approximation of the tabulated GAF by rational polynomials in the Laplace domain [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . In this work, Roger's method [16] is used, which assumes the following representation of Eq. (6) ) \ I*,
In the original formulation, the number and values of aerodynamic poles : ; are fixed a-priori by the user in the range of reduced frequencies of interest, imposing that : ; > 0 to ensure asymptotic stability, and the unknowns are the coefficients of the matrices appearing at the numerator. These are determined by a linear least-square curve fit carried out term-by-term on each coefficient of the tabulated ) . The GAF of the gust ) is approximated independently with the same expression. This approach allows for a greater flexibility in the selection of gust aerodynamic poles and increases the fitting accuracy, an important consideration because the gust GAF is known to show a spiral behavior at high reduced frequencies in the RealImaginary plane, difficult to approximate with rational polynomials, due to the penetration term [15] . Although the choice of Roger's RFA and the independent fitting of the gust GAF leads to a state-space model whose size is greater compared to the Minimum-State method by Karpel [18] , the model is afterwards reduced to a considerably smaller size through Model Order Reduction. Moreover, Roger's RFA is robust and offers less computational burden than the Minimum-State method [20] , even though this cost, if a Model Order Reduction is not subsequently carried out, is ultimately overcome by the smaller resulting model employed in the simulations. The original formulation by Roger hereby used is extended considering the aerodynamic poles as free design variables of an optimization process, whose objective function is the minimization of the squared error between the approximated and tabulated GAF. This approach gives an additional degree of freedom in obtaining good curve-fits, particularly for the gust GAF, for a small increase in computational cost. It also allows adapting the RFA to each Mach number of interest, since commonly, in the standard approach, the poles are held arbitrarily constant over a range of Mach numbers, whereas the GAF can change significantly with Mach number. Several studies have been presented on nonlinear optimization of the aerodynamic poles [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . In this work, an optimization is performed to select the aerodynamic poles minimizing the functional ℱ such that
with residual (12)
where 4 56 are weighting factors that can be chosen if some specific elements of the ) are deemed more important to approximate accurately. The whole RFA procedure consists therefore of a two-level optimization: an inner linear least-square curve fitting for the coefficients matrices at the numerator of Eq. (11) and an outer nonlinear optimization for the aerodynamic poles : ; . Because the aerodynamic poles appear in the denominator of Eq. (11), when these are chosen as variables in a gradient-based optimization method, there could be difficulties in computing the gradient and issues with the stability and convergence of the optimizer [21] . For this reason, three non-gradient optimization algorithms are employed and compared: a Nelder-Mead simplex scheme [24] , a genetic algorithm [25] and simulated annealing [26] .
As indicator of the goodness of the fit, the total root mean square error is calculated
The standard and extended RFAs are performed on the aeroservoelastic model described in Section 2 from ) and ) generated by DLM at a Mach number of 0.60 for a range of reduced frequencies between 0 and 1.5, based on the frequency range that gust inputs can excite, and including the six aircraft rigid body modes. Table 3 reports the total root mean square error of ) obtained with the standard (unoptimized) RFA and the RFA with the aforementioned optimization algorithms assuming 5 aerodynamic poles. For the same number of aerodynamic states, there is a clear improvement of the approximation optimizing the poles location. The curve fit of four elements of ) , computed with the same four approaches and assuming 6 aerodynamic poles, is presented in Fig. 2 ; the total root mean square error and the resulting aerodynamic poles are given in Table 4 , alongside with the computational time required. Due to the spiral nature of the gust GAF, the RFA is very sensitive to the poles selection, therefore an optimization is particularly advantageous and improves significantly the curve fitting. In terms of computational effort, the Nelder-Mead algorithm is the most efficient one; however for all the methods, the additional computational time required compared to the standard RFA is still acceptable since this procedure must be carried out just once per Mach number in a pre-processing phase. Similar results are found for different Mach number cases. 
Generalized coordinates for aeroelastic analysis with structural modifications
The classical modal approach for model reduction, commonly employed in aeroelasticity, assumes that the displacements, and hence all the interesting quantities, are accurately represented by a linear combination of a lowfrequency subset of the normal modes of the structure. When structural modifications occur, the normal modes and natural frequencies consequently change and repeated analyses are needed to find the new modal basis; as the model size increases, this process becomes time-consuming. A more efficient way is to use a fixed basis + for all the structural configurations and to form the aeroelastic system of Eq. (1) using generalized coordinates related to this basis. Structural modifications can be represented by additive mass and stiffness matrices, respectively > and > , to be added to the baseline mass and stiffness. The system of Eq. (1) is generated by projecting the mass and stiffness matrices of the modified structure onto the subspace spanned by +, i.e.
Likewise, the matrices ) , representing the aerodynamic forces on each structural DOFs due to the displacement of the structural DOFs, and ) , the aerodynamic forces on each structural DOFs due to the gust, are reduced by the basis +.
Various bases have been proposed, the simplest ones being to use the normal modes of the nominal structure or a linear combination of these. One solution successfully employed in aeroelasticity is the fictitious mass method [27] , which has been used as a global basis for aeroelastic analyses with structural modifications in [28] . In this work, the basis + is built following a multi-model approach [29] , where the baseline modes and the modes of the modified structure at a number of representative design points in the parameter space are retained. These additional design points are selected by perturbing independently each of the design parameter to their upper limit, with the others being kept constant at their nominal value. Multiple eigenvalue analyses are thereafter performed to calculate the low-frequency subsets of the normal modes of each of these structural configurations, leading to the matrices of eigenvectors A % Š , = 1 … . In this way, the basis contains information on each parameter variation and is able to capture efficiently the dynamics of all the families of models generated inside the design space. The total basis is thus obtained by appending matrices of low-frequency normal modes of the perturbed structural configurations to the baseline one, A , such that
The computational saving is significant because + 1 eigenvalue problems must be solved instead of a new one for each combination of parameters that is of interest for the aeroelastic response. This approach is hence particularly suitable when the number of analyses is much greater than the number of parameters, as often the case for structural optimization or uncertainties quantification. Since the matrix formed by collecting all the design points' modes contains redundant information, due to many modes at the + 1 structural configurations being almost linearly dependent, a SVD Eq. (20) is performed to remove the rank-deficient components and to retain only the directions with the highest energy. Rigid body modes A B are then appended to the ' U:x S retained flexible assumed mode shapes Eq. (21) and the basis + reorthogonalized with respect to the mass and stiffness matrices of the baseline structure.
Parametric Model Order Reduction
Model Order Reduction techniques have been applied in many engineering fields to replace expensive high fidelity models with low dimensional Reduced Order Models (ROM) that limit the complexity and computational cost of the simulations, but approximate well the underlying high dimensional systems. For many engineering applications, the governing equations are parameterized and the solution needs to be computed over a potentially large range of parameter values. In the application considered here, the aeroelastic response of the aircraft must be solved to compute a large number of IQs under different flight conditions, mass configurations and external excitations to show compliance with the certification requirements or structural variations for uncertainties quantification. The parameters of the aeroelastic equations of motion are thus, for instance, the flight point, altitude and Mach number, and structural properties, such as engine mass or pylon stiffness. A considerable saving in computational effort can be made if, for the thousands of simulations required during an aircraft loads loop or for quantification of the effects of parameter uncertainties on the aeroelastic behaviour, a ROM is used in place of the high dimensional model. The ROM could thus be seen as a physics-based surrogate alternative to the data-fitting approaches, such as Kriging, Radial Basis Functions, Neural Networks or system identification proposed for the same purpose in [6] , [7] , [8] . Whereas a data-fit surrogate model, created in a black-box mode, maps an input/output relationship, a ROM embodies the underlying physics of the problem and, unlike the aforementioned methods, its validity is not limited to the conditions under which it was generated, but can be applied to simulate various initial conditions. As the generation of a new ROM at each point of interest in the parameter space is usually impractical, and could even be more computationally expensive than building and evaluating the Full Order Model (FOM) anew, Parametric Model Order Reduction (PMOR) has been introduced to efficiently generate ROMs that preserve the parametric dependency and are accurate over a broad range of parameters, without the need of performing a new reduction at each design point. A survey of the state-of-the-art in PMOR is given in [30] , where various methodologies are presented and compared.
To present the methodology applied in this work, the LTI state-space model of the aeroservoelastic system Eq. (4)- (5) is considered in the form
where % ∈ ℝ is a set of parameters on which the state-space matrices arbitrarily depend and # is the order of the model. MOR seeks a low-dimensional approximation of this dynamic system, of order ! ≪ #, through a projection-based reduction 
The right and left projection matrices . ∈ ℝ › • x oe and -∈ ℝ › • x oe are referred as the Reduced Order Bases (ROB) and the methods used to calculate these fall into three categories [31] :
• Krylov-Subspace methods
In this paper, the Balanced Truncation is chosen to compute the ROB as it is one of the most common techniques employed in the control systems field [32] . It has desirable properties such as stability preservation of the reduced models, an ' The idea behind a PMOR is to generate the ROB at few selected sampling points % • Š (referred to as local ROBs/ROMs) in the parameter domain and then construct a Parametric Reduced Order Models (PROM) at all the other points of interest. Several approaches are possible for this second part:
1. Assemble a global basis by collecting the local ROB computed at % • Š and use this basis to reduce the FOM over the parameter space 2. Interpolate the local ROB to the new unsampled point % ž and perform the reduction 3. Interpolate the locally reduced transfer functions to the new unsampled point % ž 4. Interpolate the locally reduce state-space matrices to the new unsampled point % ž
The first two approaches are more appropriate if the system has an affine parameter dependency, i.e. the matrices can be explicitly expressed as I%J = + ∑ Ÿ 5 I%J Š w 5zU (29) so that the reduced matrices are quickly computed at each % ž and the construction and subsequent reduction through projection of a new FOM is avoided. The interpolation of the locally reduced transfer functions, and of the locally reduced state-space matrices, do not suffer from this limitation and thus are more convenient for a generic nonaffine parameter dependency, which is indeed the case of the aeroservoelastic system of Eq. (1). In this work the approach of PMOR by state-space matrices interpolation is chosen. This method has been successfully applied in the past in aeroelasticity, for fast flutter clearance of a wing-store configuration [33] , in control system design of a flexible aircraft [34] , in unsteady CFD [35] and in other engineering domains [36] , but not for gust and manoeuvre loads prediction. Hereafter, the PMOR framework proposed in [37] is followed. It consists of the following steps:
1. Generation of the local ROMs at the sampling points % • Š , = 1 … 2. Congruence transformation of the locally reduced state-space matrices 3. Elementwise interpolation of the locally reduced state-space matrices to the validation points % ž 4. Time simulation of the resulting interpolated ROM In the first step, the parameter space is sampled, the FOMs constructed at each of these points and then individually reduced through Balanced Truncation. All the local ROMs have the same order ! . For the aeroservoelastic system under consideration this task is quite challenging because the state matrix is poorly conditioned, lightly damped and neutrally stable poles are present (rigid body modes). Moreover, to achieve a significant computational time saving, the sampling grid must be coarse, whereas the altitude and airspeed affect considerably the dynamics of the aircraft. As the Balanced Truncation is not a physics-based reduction, the states of the ROMs at different parameter values lie in unrelated subspaces and, before the interpolation, must be transformed, through a similarity transformation 8 ,5 = 5 8 ,¡ ¢ , to a congruent common subspace, spanned by the column of the matrix B ∈ ℝ › • x oe . The choice of this reference subspace is critical for the accuracy of the entire procedure; it is problem-dependent and various options have been proposed [30] , [34] . A solution that, for the application considered, is robust and delivers accurate results is adopting the first ! singular vectors of the matrix -aa as the reference subspace B , a process which collects all the local ROB so that -5 = + ,5 fU , and hence
where first the matrices + ,Š fU are orthonormalized to limit the loss of accuracy due to this further transformation. The transformation matrix 5 , for each local ROM, is computed by solving the minimization problem [30] 
This minimization problem can be interpreted as a weak fulfillment of the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) between the columns of the subspace spanned by B and those of the subspace spanned by the congruent transformed reduced basis -¡ ª = -5 5 [38] . The solution to Eq. (30) is obtained through a SVD such that
The congruence transformed local ROM are given by the expressions 
Once all the local reduced models are available in this form, the resulting PROM at % ž is obtained by direct interpolation of the matrices in Eq. (36)- (38) . The interpolation is performed element-by-element through a linear or cubic spline interpolant. This step is the other main source of inaccuracy of the procedure, besides the reduction itself.
Application to gust and manoeuvre loads prediction
Certification requirements specify the discrete gust load cases considering the aircraft in level flight subject to symmetrical vertical and lateral gusts with a "1-cosine" velocity profile having gust gradient (half of the gust wavelength) and asking for several gust gradients between 30ft and 350ft to be investigated in order to determine the critical conditions [1] , [5] . The certification specifications also cover unchecked and checked abrupt pitching manoeuvres [1] , [5] resulting from either a sudden or sinusoidal displacement of the elevator. The PROM methodology presented was applied to first simulate all the gust and pitching manoeuvre load cases across the flight envelope (altitude vs. Mach) and then to efficiently calculate loads following structural modifications of the engine mass and pylon stiffness. To assemble the state-space model Eq. (4)- (5) for the flight envelope sweep, the first 30 normal modes were retained, based on a convergence study of the wing and horizontal tail loads, and the RFAs of ) and ) performed with respectively 5 and 6 aerodynamic poles optimized using a Genetic Algorithm. The total aeroelastic state-space model features 390 states and three inputs, namely gust velocity and its time derivative and pilot elevator command. For structural modifications applications, the generalized basis was assembled considering the 31 assumed shapes computed as described in Section 4, leading to a model with 403 states. The number of assumed shapes has been selected following a convergence study on the wing engine section and pylon loads (bending moment, shear and torque), being these the components most affected by the considered structural modifications.
Flight envelope sweep
For the first application altitude and Mach number were considered as parameters of the PROM to compute gust and pitching manoeuvre loads covering the whole flight envelope. The 16 flight conditions (sampling points) were generated using a full-factorial design, taking as the range of the 2D parameter space the minimum and maximum Mach numbers and minimum and maximum altitudes and used to generate the ROMs for the interpolation are shown in Fig. 3 , along with the 156 conditions used to sweep the whole flight envelope (validation points). Through Balanced Truncation, the number of states is reduced from 390 to 34. The reduced state-space matrices are interpolated elementwise through a simple yet efficient bilinear interpolant and FOMs are constructed at each validation point to assess the accuracy of the procedure. Time simulations of the gust response, considering ten gust gradients chosen to cover evenly the entire range defined by the airworthiness regulations (9m -107m) [1] , [34] , and pitching manoeuvres are then carried out using a state-transition matrix integration method.
Fig. 3. Sampling points and validation points in the flight envelope
To assess the accuracy of the procedure, the errors, with respect to the FOM, of the maximum and minimum wing root bending moment and wing engine inboard section vs. Mach number and altitude are presented in Fig. 4 . The predictions are very good, the error in the whole flight envelope being less than ±3%. The accuracy is slightly worse for the torque because the torsional modes have higher frequencies than the bending modes and are hence more sensitive to the states truncation. Similarly, shorter gusts, which excite a higher frequency range, result in greater approximation errors. Note, however, that the errors relating to higher frequencies are caused by the balanced truncation itself rather than by the interpolation of the locally reduced models. The approximation errors are in line with those presented in [7] , [8] , where Neural Networks and system identification were used as black-box surrogates to approximate the extreme responses. However, following those approaches, a different metamodel must be built for each IQ, a cost that could quickly become unacceptable for an industrial case where thousands of IQs are monitored. The present methodology is much more flexible since this need is achieved by simply adding a row in the and matrices of the output equations. In addition, the number of sampling points required to generate an accurate PROM is considerably lower than that needed by data-fit surrogates [6] . A convergence study has been performed on the number of sampling points and is presented in Fig. 5 . This shows the maximum magnitude of the errors (either positive or negative) on the maximum wing root bending moment and wing engine inboard torque. It can be noted that the trend is decreasing and monotonic with the number of sampling points, as expected, and that the selected set of 16 points is a good tradeoff between achieving accuracy, as the errors are near convergence, and limiting the computational cost, which is proportional to the number of samples. A more challenging goal is the efficient approximation of correlated loads plots. Fig. 6 shows the correlated loads plots, bending moment vs. torque, of a gust family at the root and inboard engine wing sections obtained with the FOM and the PROM at two flight conditions. The prediction obtained with the PROM, as for 1D IQs, is in excellent agreement with the FOM computations. Fig. 7 , for a specific flight condition, alongside with the bending moment and torque at the horizontal tail root. A very good matching can be obtained for these load cases too, as confirmed by the correlated loads plots of the wing root and horizontal tail root presented in Fig. 8 . The unchecked pitching manoeuvre must be performed up to , / . The Max/Min IQ approximation error of the PROM over this reduced flight envelope is represented in Fig. 9 for the wing root bending moment and the horizontal tail root bending moment and torque. Again, as for gust responses, the error is below ±3% throughout the flight envelope. For all the load conditions considered, the agreement between the FOM and PROM is excellent, demonstrating thus that the proposed method can deliver accurate predictions for a considerable saving in computational effort. The saving increases with the number of simulations to be performed: for the complete sweep of the flight envelope, considering ten gust gradients, the speed-up factor exceeds 9 (Table 5) . A breakdown of the computational time is presented in Table 6 . Whereas for the FOM most of the computational time is spent performing the time simulation, for the PROM this makes up only 34% of the total time, the greatest part being spent in the calculation of the balanced truncation of the state-space models at the sampling points. 
Rapid gust loads prediction under structural modifications
A second application deals with the prediction of correlated gust loads under structural modifications. The structural parameters considered are the engine mass and the pylon stiffness, specifically the first is assumed to vary around its nominal value by ±10% and the second by ±20%. The airspeed and altitude are varied too, leading to a 4D parameter space. The FOM is reduced through balanced truncation to 34 states at 128 sampling points, generated by full-factorial design, and a spline interpolant is employed to obtain the coefficients of the reduced state-space matrices at the validation points.The response surfaces of the maximum and minimum wing root and wing inboard engine section torque vs. engine mass and pylon stiffness variations, at one flight condition (Mach 0.60, altitude 7500m) and gust gradient (105ft), are shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 presents the correlated loads plots of the entire gust family at the wing inboard engine section obtained with the FOM and the PROM for two structural variations and flight conditions (LC#1 h=6553m-M=0.40, +5% engine mass, +10% pylon stiffness; LC#2 h=6553m-M=0.67, +10% engine mass, -10% pylon stiffness). The effect of the structural modifications is an increase in torque with higher engine mass and lower pylon stiffness. This is expected as the torque is mainly generated by the inertia forces of the engine, which increase for a higher mass and for a lower stiffness due to the higher accelerations experienced. As in the previous application, the results are in good agreement even with the larger parameter space formed by altitude, Mach number, engine mass and pylon stiffness. Similar results were found for different gust gradients. The PROM procedure is therefore capable of handling a multi-dimensional parameter dependency and of delivering accurate predictions with reduced computational effort. 
Conclusions
A method based on a Parametric Reduced Order Model has been applied to rapidly predict gust and manoeuvre loads of a transport aircraft aeroservoelastic model. Both different flight conditions and structural parameter variations have been considered. The equations of motion are formulated in state-space, through an improved Rational Function Approximation of the frequency domain aerodynamic forces, using a unique generalized basis for different structural configurations. The approach enables efficient prediction of the peak loads whilst maintaining the correlated time histories for different loads. It is then possible to determine correlated loads plots with reduced computation without losing accuracy. The effectiveness of the methodology is demonstrated by considering loads arising from families of gusts and pitching manoeuvres acting upon a numerical transport aircraft aeroservoelastic model with varying flight conditions and structural properties. It is shown that both Max/Min and correlated loads are accurately predicted achieving a significant saving in computational time.
